The App
YOUR POWER IN YOUR HANDS
Manage your home’s entire energy ecosystem
from anywhere in the world on any device.
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The Electriq Power App provides analytics and insights on your energy production, consumption,
and storage data all in one intuitive, cloud-based application for your computer or phone. Our
proprietary optimization algorithms use multiple factors such as consumption, solar production,
utility rates and weather to optimize your home’s energy.
Here are some of the features:

REAL-TIME POWER FLOW
See live readings from your solar panels (DC-Coupled only), PowerPod 2, home and the
grid, so you instantly know where your energy is coming from and where it’s going.

MODES OF OPERATION
The App allows you to manually or automatically change system modes to
maximize your PowerPod 2’s energy and cost savings.

[ Real-Time Power Flow View ]

POWER & ENERGY TIMELINE
See daily graphs of your energy generation and consumption, and better
understand your home’s electrical activity.

CUSTOM REPORTING
View daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly reports of your energy usage, as
well as peak power consumption heat maps.

[ Timeline View ]

THE POWER TO CONTROL
YOUR POWER
Choose between three different modes to optimize for
energy affordability, sustainability or resiliency and the
intelligent software automates the rest. Plus, the ability to
set your area’s specific high tariff periods ensures battery
power is used when utility costs are highest.

[ System Modes View ]

BACKUP
This mode keeps your battery charged at 100% to maximize
coverage during the event of a power outage.

SELF-SUPPLY
Minimize or eliminate grid usage by storing excess solar energy
and using that energy when solar isn’t producing.

TIME-OF-USE
Simply set your area’s high tariff schedule and this mode will
ensure you use battery power when utility prices are highest.

[ System Modes View ]

“ Thanks to my PowerPod and the Electriq Power App, my home
stayed powered through our city’s planned outage. The App
automatically switched our system to Backup Mode and ensured
we had a full charge before the grid went down. Our home was
the envy of the neighborhood.”
Adrian
PowerPod Owner
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